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Abstract

This paper develops an arbitrage-free affine term structure model of potentially default-

able sovereign bonds to model a cross-section of six euro area government bond yield

curves. We make use of the coexistence of a common monetary policy under European

Monetary Union, which determines the short end of the yield curve that is common to all

countries, and decentralized debt policies which drive expected default probabilities and

thereby spreads at the long end. The factors of our term structure model are observable

macroeconomic variables, including measures of government solvency. When applying

this model to yield curves of six EMU member countries over the period January 1999

to March 2010, we find strong evidence for a break in the relationship between the fiscal

variable and the default intensities in 2008. Despite using no latent factors, our model

produces an excellent fit to both yield levels and spreads. For highly indebted countries,

following the break the sensitivity of spreads to the fiscal variable rises sharply.
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1 Introduction

Recent years have not been lacking in drama in financial markets. At the time of this

writing, government bond markets in the euro area are at the center of attention amidst

intense speculation about the possibility of default by one or more member countries of

the euro area. Indeed, yield spreads between government bonds of euro area countries and

German government bonds of comparable maturity have experienced a striking regime shift

sometime during early 2008. For example, during the period January 1999 to September

2008 the yield spread (in our data set, which we will describe in detail below) of 10-year

government bonds for France, Italy and Spain over German yields of the same maturity

averaged 5.1, 23.6 and 10.5 basis points respectively, with standard deviations of 6.6, 11.7

and 11.5 basis points. During the period from October 2008 to March 2010, these averages

rose to 23.7, 86.9 and 62.5 basis points respectively, and their standard deviations rose

sharply. (Developments in some euro area government bond markets since then make even

these spreads appear modest.) It is therefore crucial to understand what determined the

spreads before and after this evident break, and what might have caused the break.

In this paper, we use recent advances in term structure modeling to explain the evolution

of euro area sovereign yield spreads, with the goal of understanding the role of macroeco-

nomic variables and especially of fiscal policies in determining yield spreads at all maturities,

both before and since the onset of the crisis.1 Specifically, we jointly model the zero-coupon

yield curves of government bonds of six euro area countries within an affine term structure

model of potentially defaultable bonds, using only macroeconomic variables as factors. To

estimate this model, we make use of a rich data set of government bond yields at many

maturities of those six countries that covers the period from the beginning of stage three of

European Monetary Union (EMU) in January 1999 to the spring of 2010. The probabilities

of default perceived by investors are linked to the same macroeconomic fundamentals that

drive yields. Our key findings are that a small set of macroeconomic variables can explain

the term structures of all six countries remarkably well, and that the governments’ debt
1From the perspective of academic research, the events discussed above play out against the backdrop of

intense efforts over the past decade to arrive at a better understanding of the macroeconomic determinants of

asset prices in general, and of the linkages between the term structure of interest rates and the macroeconomy

in particular. Gürkaynak and Wright (2010) provide an up-to-date survey of research on the term structure

from a macroeconomic perspective.
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service commitments have a significant influence on yields, which was minuscule before the

spring of 2008 and has since had a major effect on perceived default probabilities.

Spreads among euro area government bonds since the beginning of stage three of Eu-

ropean Monetary Union have attracted substantial attention in the literature. We discuss

the related literature in the following subsection. Euro area yield spreads are particularly

interesting because they allow us to study the macroeconomic determinants of term premia

and default risk premia. Under the assumption (maintained throughout our study) that the

probability of a country leaving the euro is considered nil, expectations of future short-term

interest rates are identical across countries and exchange-rate risk is not priced. Hence our

data set allows us to focus on term and default risk premia and their relation to the common

monetary policy on one hand and country-specific fiscal policies on the other.

The literature in this area has mostly focused on regressions of yield spreads of other

euro area members vis-à-vis Germany at certain maturities on country-specific variables

such as fiscal variables, proxies for liquidity (such as size of the outstanding debt), proxies

for time-varying risk aversion (as captured by private credit spreads) etc. We share with

this literature the focus on fiscal variables (in addition to macroeconomic determinants of

the common short-term interest rate) as explanatory variables. We depart from these earlier

studies by estimating a multicountry affine term structure model, thereby using the entire

cross-sectional information in the term structure by imposing the restrictions implied by

ruling out arbitrage across maturities and borrowers, and by allowing for the interaction

between macroeconomic variables and prices of risk.

Within the finance literature on the term structure, our paper is the first application

of an affine term structure model of defaultable bonds to euro area yield curves that uses

macroeconomic variables as factors. Linking the term structures to macroeconomic variables

is challenging for several reasons. Because of the still limited sample since the introduction of

the euro, we rely on monthly data, which is a compromise between the higher-frequency yield

data and the lower-frequency macro data. Even then, since we are particularly interested

in fiscal developments, using national accounts data interpolated to monthly frequency is

problematic because of smoothing. We therefore rely in our estimation on the Kalman filter

to infer missing observations of fiscal variables rather than a more mechanical interpolation

routine.

Another major challenge is the clear evidence for a structural break in the relationship
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between macroeconomic variables and spreads sometime during the first half of 2008. We

model this break as having occurred in the parameters linking the macroeconomic states

to default intensities. We focus on these parameters as source of instability because we

are interested in understanding why the spreads of certain issuers rose sharply without

evidence of a large increase in term premia for (arguably) risk-free issuers. Because this

break dwarfs any evidence for instability in this relationship that may have existed prior to

2008, modeling this break as a regime switch would likely lead to the conclusion that there

was only one regime shift, in early 2008, and thus to a near-diagonal transition matrix so

as to generate nearly-unforecastable regime switches. We instead chose to model the break

as exogenous, cognizant that doing so means that after the break agents price assets as if

they expect the new regime to last forever – an ssumption that we feel is justified given our

choice of sample, but of course not for the indefinite future.

Our sample for yields starts with the beginning of Stage Three of EMU in January 1999

(with Greek yields starting shortly after EMU accession in 2001) and ends in March 2010.

We are reluctant to extend the sample period beyond this point for two reasons. First, our

term structure model of multiple, potentially defaultable issuers (with Germany assumed

to be free of default risk so as to normalize spreads relative to German benchmark yields)

assumes that each issuer is not bearing risk of other issuers defaulting. From the spring of

2010 on, this assumption becomes questionable in light of the support extended through

the European Financial Stability Facility. Second, from May 2010 on the ECB intervened

in government bond markets under its Securities Markets Programme, which reportedly

had large effects on yields for certain issuers that are unrelated to the macroeconomic

determinants we are interested in.

We first conduct some preliminary analysis to decide on both the most relevant fiscal

variable to include and the most likely break point between macroeconomic variables and

spreads. Our term structure model of multiple defaultable issuers that we then estimate

conditional on our choices of fiscal variable and break date fits yields for all countries and

a wide range of maturities impressively well, despite the fact that we do not use latent

factors in our term structure model and restrict ourselves to two euro area-wide and for

each country one fiscal factor. Measurement error standard deviations are on average across

countries and maturities only about 20 basis points. We model the break as occurring in

the linear relationship between the factors and the default intensities that drive spreads.
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There is strong evidence for such a break, with the sensitivity of spreads to especially the

fiscal factors increasing sharply during the post-break sample.

In the following subsection we review related literature. In section 2 we present some

exploratory results using OLS regressions, which help us to determine the states to include

in the term strucutre model as well as the break date. Section 3 describes the affine term

structure model. Section 4 presents our results. Section 5 offers conclusions. Details on the

data and the model specification are in appendices.

1.1 Relation to the literature

As mentioned earlier, a large empirical literature has studied government bond spreads in

the euro area since the beginning of the common monetary policy in 1999 with the goal of

identifying the determinants of term and risk premia in the absence of exchange-rate risk.

Many of these studies rely on regressions of yield spreads at certain maturities on candidate

explanatory variables. A common finding in this literature, beginning with Codogno et al.

(2003) and Bernoth et al. (2006) and including more recent studies such as Manganelli

and Wolswijk (2009), Haugh et al. (2009) and Schuknecht et al. (2010), is that euro area

sovereign yield spreads seem to strongly comove. Principal component analysis regularly

reveals that the first principal component accounts for more than 80% in the total variation

of yield spreads. This finding suggests that a common factor, frequently interpreted as

time-varying risk aversion of international investors that affects all yield spreads through

the repricing of given country-specific risk characteristics, is the dominant force, making it

difficult a priori to identify the role of country-specific variables such as fiscal policies in

the determination of spreads. Laubach (2010), however, presents evidence that the strength

of comovement among yield spreads varies substantially over time and has weakened since

2009.

If we assume that investors assign zero probability to the event of a member country

leaving the euro, yield spreads can be explained as compensation for either liquidity risk

or default risk. How to distinguish between these two interpretations of spreads has been

a source of disagreement in the literature. Although since the eruption of the Greek fiscal

crisis in November 2009 it seems plausible that default risk has been the dominant market

concern, the relative importance of liquidity versus default risk is less clear during the first

ten years of EMU. In their early study based on four years of monthly data, Codogno
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et al. (2003) concluded that “the risk of default is a small but important component of

yield differentials” while liquidity factors seemed to be of lesser importance. But it seems

difficult to explain persistent positive spreads of government bonds of AAA-rated countries

over Bunds as being driven by factors other than liquidity risk.

Several recent studies conclude that the importance of liquidity risk seems to vary over

time with proxies of international investor risk aversion. Beber et al. (2009), using intraday

European bond quotes from the period April 2003 to December 2004, find that differences

in credit quality among countries play a major role, but that “in times of market stress,

investors chase liquidity, not credit quality.” By contrast, Favero et al. (2010) conclude that

the interaction between liqudity demand and risk is negative. They attribute the difference

between their results and those of Beber et al. to the fact that Beber et al. “control for

country-specific risk but do not consider aggregate risk factors.” In pooled regressions of

quarterly spread data for ten euro area countries including an interaction term between a

proxy for risk aversion and the volume of bonds outstanding (as proxy for liquidity) as well

various fiscal variables to account for credit risk, Haugh et al. (2009) find a significant role

for liquidity in line with the sign of Beber et al., with liquidity (or lack thereof) making a

large contribution to the spreads of Irish and Finnish government bonds in late 2008 and

early 2009.2 While we do not deny that liquidity risk may in some instances and for some

countries (those with small size of debt outstanding relative to euro area sovereign debt

overall) have a sizeable role to play, we interpret the results from this literature as pointing

more consistently to an important role of credit risk factors emanating from public finances,

and therefore concentrate on those. This view is furthermore vindicated by the fact that we

mainly focus on countries whose debt market is generally considered large and liquid, as it

is the case for the biggest four euro-area countries or for a largely indebted but nevertheless

“core” EMU-country like Belgium. Admittedly, this claim is weaker concerning the last

country in our panel, Greece, but we think that it would be difficult to argue that concerns

about fiscal sustainability in Greece were not the key driver of the surge in Greek bond

yields over the past two years.

We depart from the literature discussed so far by using a no-arbitrage term structure

model so as to exploit the information contained in the entire maturity spectrum of yield
2Aßmann and Boysen-Hogrefe (2010) model time-varying risk aversion as a latent variable and conclude,

similar to Beber et al. (2009) and Haugh et al. (2009), that liquidity matters in times of stress.
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spreads. Not only can we multiply manifold the number of observations used in the anal-

ysis, we can also sharpen the conclusions regarding the determinants of yield spreads by

estimating their effects on bonds of different maturities. The “essentially affine” class of

term structure models that we use was first proposed by Duffee (2002) as a special case

of affine term structure models. Beginning with the work of Ang and Piazzesi (2003), a

growing literature has explored the role of macroeconomic variables as factors.3 Lemke

(2008) estimates a model with only observable macroeconomic factors for German bond

yields during the euro area. For the U.S., Dai and Philippon (2006) and Laubach (2010)

include fiscal variables as factors among the variables

In order to study the role of default risk in determining yield spreads, we employ the

extension of affine term structure models to defaultable bonds proposed by Duffie and

Singleton (1999). Geyer et al. (2004) provide an early application of such a model to

euro area spreads, without, however, including macroeconomic variables as factors.4 More

recently, Monfort and Renne (2011) generalize this model to account for regime switching

and both default risk and liquidity factors and apply this model to jointly model a swap

yield curve, ten sovereign yield curves and a German agency yield curve, using latent factors.

Unlike our study, they do not focus on breaks in the default intensities but instead allow for

a wider range of possible parameter shifts, including changes in factor volatilities. Doing

so helps to mitigate the problem of estimating a near-diagonal transition matrix discussed

above. This problem would arguably be more severe in our case, which is why we abstract

from regime switching.

Lastly, our results have implications for the long empirical literature on the effects of

fiscal policy on interest rates (e.g. Ardagna et al. 2007). For the euro area, Faini (2006)

provides evidence that fiscal policy (as measured by the deficit/GDP and debt/GDP ratios)

significantly affects the level of average euro area long-term yields, with significant spillover

effects from one country’s fiscal policy stance to the euro-area wide level and very small
3This use of macroeconomic variables as factors is not uncontroversial. Duffee (2009) and Joslin et al.

(2010) have pointed to the importance of unspanned macro risks, i.e. that current macroeconomic variables

cannot be recovered from current yields, but that macroeconomic variables nonetheless can affect future

yield curves through their impact on expected future short-term interest rates. See Gürkaynak and Wright

(2010) for further discussion.
4Amato and Luisi (2006) is to our knowledge the first use of an affine term structure model of defaultable

bonds with macroeconomic variables as factors, but applied to U.S. corporate bond spreads.
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effects on spreads. Our results confirm his findings during the period prior to the break in

early 2008, but also document the increase in spread sensitivities since then.

2 Fiscal sustainability and euro-area sovereign bond yields:

preliminary evidence

Affine term structure models rely on the assumption that linear relations hold between bond

prices or yields and the observable macro factors that drive the yield curve. Hence, as a first

pass, simple OLS regressions can provide us with useful insights about the set of variables

that are likely to span the curve of each country, as shown in Dai and Philippon (2006).

Following these authors, we present in this section the results of regressions of bond yields

of several maturities on measures of the fiscal stance and usual macroeconomic controls

for each of the six countries in our sample. The idea is that if, for any given country,

a given fiscal variable fails to explain significantly bond yields of different maturities in

simple reduced-form regressions, then there is no point including this variable as a factor in

our more sophisticated (and heavily constrained) no-arbitrage multicountry term structure

model.

For each of the six countries, we use monthly observations of government bond yields

at 2, 5 and 10 years maturities, that we regress on the 1-month risk free short term rate, a

monthly indicator for the position in the domestic business cycle, domestic HICP inflation

and four alternative measures of national fiscal imbalances. A data appendix details the

sources and methodology for the zero-coupon yields used throughout. The short term rate

is measured using prices of 1-month OIS swaps rather than euro area money market rates,

which have been obviously comprising a certain amount of premia for credit and liquidity

risks since the start of the financial crisis in August 2007. For each country, the monthly

national business cycle indicator is constructed as the first principal component of sectoral

activity indices taken from Eurostat’s business surveys.

The appropriate choice of the most relevant measure of fiscal imbalances at the national

level is less clear. Previous studies frequently consider the deficit to GDP or the debt to

GDP ratios, or forecasts thereof (see e.g. Codogno et al., 2003, for the euro area and

Laubach, 2009, Dai and Philippon, 2006, for the US). Bernoth et al. (2006) argue that

debt service (defined as the ratio of gross interest payments to current government revenue)
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is more appropriate when trying to assess the impact of fiscal balances on euro area bond

yields, if only because governments have less incentive to manipulate it than other measures

that are used officially to monitor whether national fiscal positions meet the obligations set

out by the Stability and Growth Pact. Furthermore, Haugh et al. (2009) find that both

fiscal deficit and debt service help to explain a substantial part of cross-sectional variations

in euro area bond yields during the recent crisis. It can be also noted that debt service

is routinely monitored by bond markets participants in order to gauge the sutainability of

issuing countries’ fiscal imbalances.

Either one of these three measures suffers potentially from an endogeneity problem. In

practice, as long as the average maturity of countries’ debt is not too short, so that the

share of total debt that needs to be refinanced each period is small, the contemporaneous

effect of changes in interest rates on either the deficit/GDP ratio or the debt service ratio

is rather modest.5 The primary deficit/GDP ratio obviously does not suffer from this

potential problem of reverse causality. As a consequence, we consider here four alternative

measures of fiscal imbalances: total fiscal and primary deficit to GDP, the debt to GDP

ratio as well as the debt service to income ratio. We take the corresponding series from the

OECD Economic Outlook database. OECD data are provided on a semi-annual basis with

quarterly frequency. For the needs of the preliminary regressions conducted in this section,

we interpolated these quarterly series using simple cubic splines. Note however that, in the

subsequent estimation of our affine term structure model, missing observations of the fiscal

variable are dealt with in a more satisfying manner using the Kalman filter, as detailed

in section 4.1 below. Figure 2 shows the debt service ratios as interpolated to monthly

frequency with the Kalman filter.

As evidenced by Figure 1, the level and dynamics of euro area spreads seem to have

undergone a structural break at some point during the year 2008, a move that has been

generally commented as reflecting a repricing of country-specific risk, notably credit risk

that would have been neglected prior to the 2007- crisis. We thus added a break in the

constant and in the regression coefficients of the fiscal variable in our regressions. In order
5Gross debt issuance in 2010 ranged from between 8 and 10 percent of GDP for Germany, France and

Spain, to nearly 17 percent for Italy and Greece. An increase in the spread of 100 bps for a country that

needs to refinance debt in the amount of 10 percent of GDP would add in the same year at most 0.1 percent

of GDP to the deficit. Only for Greece, which at the end of our sample was facing spreads around 300 bps

that have since risen to 900 bps, would the endogeneity problem be serious.
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to limit the arbitrariness inherent to the selection of any exogenous break, we had our

choice guided by a simple statistic: the average R2 over regressions for all countries and

maturities, conditional on a given break date. Figure 4 shows the resulting statistic for each

of the candidate four fiscal variables when the break date is allowed to vary between the end

of 2006 and the end of 2009. Two facts emerge from this exercise. First, the explanatory

power of debt to GDP and debt service is higher than that of the deficit to GDP ratios.

Second, we reach at least local maxima of the average R2 for both debt to GDP and debt

service regressions at the end of the the first and fourth quarters of 2008. On this basis, we

finally chose October 2008 as our preferred break date, which leaves enough observations

available after the break for estimation purposes.

The results of these regressions can be summarized as follows. We first note that,

whatever the fiscal variable, the sensitivity of longer term yields to the short term rate

and the share of variance explained by macroeconomic factors decreases with maturity,

consistent with the results of others in the yield curve literature (see e.g. Ang and Piazzezi,

2003). Overall, the crisis dummy, which takes the value one from October 2008 onward, as

well as domestic activity, the fiscal variable and the interaction term standing for non-linear

effects of fiscal variables in crisis times all turn out to be significant. By contrast, domestic

inflation is generally not significant. In the analysis that follows, we are therefore omitting

inflation from the state vector.

Due to sign conventions in the construction of fiscal variables, we should expect a nega-

tive sign for coefficients of deficit measures (i.e. more negative fiscal balances should imply

higher yields accounting for larger risk premia), and a positive sign for the debt ratio and

debt service measures. The deficit variable enters significantly but with the wrong sign for

four out of six countries, although the sign is reversed in crisis times as expected. Con-

versely, debt to GDP turns out to be negatively correlated with French and German yields,

even in crisis times, which may be interpreted as signalling these two “core” countries as rel-

ative safe havens in times of hightened risk perception. Last but not least, the debt service

to income variable is positively correlated with yields in all countries in quiet times, while

pushing yields of “core” versus more “peripheral” countries into opposite directions in crisis

times (respectively downward and upward). Overall, based on these preliminary results, we

decided to use the ratio of debt service to government income as our best measure of fiscal

imbalances in the following.
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3 An affine term structure model of defaultable bonds

3.1 Dynamics of the pricing factors under the historical measure

Let us denote respectively by rt and xt the one-period rate –or short-term rate– and the

European business cycle indicator. These factors, together with the country-specific fiscal

variables fi,t, constitute the set of pricing factors. These factors are stacked in a vector

Xt = [ xt rt f1,t . . . fN,t ]′. The vector of factors depends on its lagged values and is

affected by a vector εt of idiosyncratic shock. Accordingly, its dynamics follows a VAR(p):

Xt = µX + Φ1Xt−1 + . . . + ΦpXt−p + ΣXεt

where the εt’s are i.i.d. N(0, I). For the sake of parsimony, we assume that the matrix

ΣX is diagonal, which implies that the innovations of the factors are orthogonal. Moreover,

additional constraints are imposed on the auto-regressive matrices Φi. First, the short term

rate rt is assumed not to respond to past values of the fiscal variables fi,t. Therefore, the

dynamics of the short term rate –or the reaction function of the central bank– is:

rt = µr + (θ1xt−1 + ρ1rt−1) + . . . + (θpxt−p + ρprt−p) + σrεr,t.

Second, we assume that the European business cycle depends on an agregated fiscal stance

that is equal to the weighted sum of the country-specific fiscal stances. The countries’

weigths {Wj}j∈[1,N ] are proportional to the GDP of the respective countries at the end of

2007. Third, in order to keep the number of parameters within reasonable limits, we assume

that the parameters defining the dynamics of the N fiscal variables are not country-specific,

except for the standard deviations of the innovations. That is, for any country j:

fj,t = µf + (κ1xt−1 + ζ1rt−1 + ρ1fj,t−1) + . . . + (κpxt−p + ζprt−p + ρpfj,t−p) + σf,jεf,t.

Formally, these constraints imply the following form for the matrices Φi and Σ:

Φi =





 αi βi

θi ρi





 ωiW1 · · · ωiWN

0 · · · 0







κi ζi

...
...

κi ζi


 ψiId




, Σ =




σx 0 · · · 0

0 σr

...
. . . σf,1

. . .
...

. . . 0

0 · · · 0 σf,N




.
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It will prove convenient in the pricing framework that follows to turn the model into

its VAR(1) representation. To that end, let us define a new state vector Ft in which the

vectors from Xt to Xt−p+1 are stacked. The dynamics of Ft are given by

Ft = µ + ΦFt−1 + Σεt, (1)

with

µ =




µX

0
...

0




, Φ =




Φ1 Φ2 · · · Φp

Id 0 0 0

0
. . . 0

...

0 0 Id 0




and Σ =


 ΣX 0

0 0


 .

3.2 Dynamics of the factors under the risk-neutral measure

It is well-known that the existence of a positive stochastic discount factor is equivalent to

the absence of arbitrage opportunities (see, e.g., Hansen and Richard, 1987). Following,

amongst many others, Ang and Piazzesi (2003), we postulate the following form for the

stochastic discount factor mt,t+1:

mt,t+1 = exp(−rt)
ξt+1

ξt

where ξt follows a log-normal process defined by:

ξt = ξt−1 exp
(
−1

2
λ′t−1λt−1 − λ′t−1εt

)

with λt = λ0 + λ1Ft. Under these assumptions, it can be shown that the dynamics of the

pricing factors under the risk-neutral measure Q is defined by:

Ft = µ∗ + Φ∗Ft−1 + Σε∗t (2)

where the ε∗t ’s are i.i.d. NQ(0, I) and with:

µ∗ = µ− λ0Σ

Φ∗ = Φ− λ1Σ.

3.3 Bond pricing

Let us denote by P (t, h) the price at time t of a risk-free zero-coupon bond of residual

maturity h. This price is given by:

P (t, h) = E(mt,t+1 . . . mt,t+h) or P (t, h) = EQ(exp(−rt − rt+1 . . .− rt+h−1)).
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To price bonds subject to credit risk, we introduce default intensities –or hazard rates–

for each country. The default intensity of country j, denoted by sj,t, reflects credit risk

embedded in the bonds issued by this country. If recovery rates were nil, the default intensity

at time t would be the default probability of the considered debtor at that period. However,

recovery rates are strictly positive processes. Therefore, the hazard rates sj,t should be more

rigorously termed as ”recovery-adjusted default intensities” (see, e.g. Monfort and Renne,

2011).6 Duffie and Singleton (1999) show that defaultable bonds can be priced using the

same machinery than for risk-free bonds by simply replacing the short-term risk-free rate rt

by the default-adjusted short-term rate rt + sj,t+1. Formally, denoting by Pj(t, h) the price

at time t of a bond of residual maturity h issued by country j, we have:

Pj(t, h) = EQ(exp [−(rt + st+1)− . . .− (rt+h−1 + st+h)]).

Appendix B shows that bond prices are exponential affine in the factors Ft when the

hazard rates are affine in the same factors. That is:

Pj(t, h) = exp(Aj,h + Bj,hFt)

where the vectors Aj,h and Bj,h are obtained by applying recursive formulas. The con-

tinuously compounded yield, denoted by yj,h,t and defined by − log(Bj(t, h))/h, are given

by:

yj,h,t = Aj,h + Bj,hFt (3)

with Aj,h = −Aj,h/h and Bj,h = −Bj,h/h.

3.4 Introducing a break in the hazard rates

The modeling approach is completed by the introduction of a break at time τ . The period

posterior to τ corresponds to the crisis period.We assume that the break concerns the

specifications of the hazard rates sj,t and that the stochastic discount factor as well as the

historical dynamics of the pricing factors Ft are not affected by that break. Underlying is

the assumption that there is more inertia in the specifications of the dynamics of the factors

than in the specifications of the default intensities. Then, the main changes implied by the
6Intuitively, with a constant recovery rate of R, the recovery-adjusted default intensity sj,t would be

approximately equal to (1−R)s̃j,t where s̃j,t is the default probability of country j at time t.
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crisis in terms of bond pricing would regard the way the investors form expectations about

the default probabilities of the countries.

In that context, the hazard rates are given by:

sj,t = I(t < τ)×
[
γbb

j,0 + γbb
j,1Ft

]
+ I(t > τ)×

[
γpb

j,0 + γpb
j,1Ft

]

where the bb and pb subscripts respectively stand for ”before break” and ”post break”.

Further, we assume that such a break in the future is considered impossible before the

break date: whereas agents’ expectations regarding future values of the hazard rates sj,t+h

–for any horizon h– are based on the vectors of parameters γbb
j,0 and γbb

j,0 until time τ − 1,

these expectations get based on the γpb
j,0’s and on the γpb

j,1’s from time τ onwards. To put

it differently, the break we model was unforeseeable and is considered as permanent. In

terms of bond pricing, the presence of the break implies the existence of two sets of vectors

{Abb
j,h, B

bb
j,h}j,h and {Apb

j,h, B
pb
j,h}j,h. Wheras the former were used to price bonds before the

break, the latter are used to price the bonds after the break.

Our assumption that the break only applies to the parameters γ of the hazard rates,

but not for example to the parameters λ of the market prices of risk has the interpretation

that during the early parts of 2008, for given values of the factors Ft the probability of

default perceived by investors increased. Investors did not become more risk averse (in the

sense that the price of risk did not change), but simply reassessed the “quantity of risk”

that was to be priced. In contrast to Monfort and Renne (2011) we also do not allow for a

break in the volatilities of the factors. Given that in our model these factors are observed

macroeconomic variables instead of latent, and that our post-break sample spans only two

years, it would be difficult to estimate a change in volatilities on such a short sample with

any confidence.

4 Estimation and results

4.1 Estimation

The estimation is based on two steps. In the first one, we estimate the parameters that

enter the historical dynamics of the factors, namely Θ1 = [α′, β′, θ′, ρ′, κ′, ζ ′, ω′, σ′]′, where

α, for instance, is equal to [α1, α2, . . . , αp]′ and σ is the vector [σ1, . . . , σN ]′. In the sec-

ond step, the parameter defining the risk-neutral dynamics of the factors, namely Θ2 =
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[α∗′, β∗′, θ∗′, ρ∗′, κ∗′, ζ∗′, ω∗′]′, as well as the γ’s are estimated. German yields are considered

as risk-free.

In the first step we estimate the historical dynamics of Ft given by equation (1). The

model does not involve unobservable, or latent, variables. However, given that the frequency

of the fiscal variable is lower than the monthly one retained for the estimation, we have to

deal with missing data. This problem is overcome using the Kalman filter, which provides

us with the log-likelihood of the model defined by (1).

The second step of the estimation is based on a non-linear least square procedure

(see, e.g. Moench, 2008). The procedure consists in minimizing the sum of pricing er-

rors across time, countries and maturities. Specifically, let us denote by yo
j,h,t the observed

continusously-compounded zero-coupon yield of maturity h of country j. The model-based

counterpart of yo
j,h,t is a function of Θ2 and Ft.7 The function of Θ2 that we want to

minimize is the following expression:8

∑

h,t

(
y1,h,t(Θ2, Ft)− yo

1,h,t

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Error on German yields

+
∑

j>1,h,t

(
yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)− y1,h,t(Θ2, Ft)− (yo

j,h,t − yo
1,h,t)

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Error on spreads vs. Germany

.

Whereas we optimize the fit of the German yields, we look for the best fit of the spreads

vs. Germany for other countries (credit spreads hereinafter). This is done in order to favour

the fit of the credit spreads by compelling the hazard rates to reflect differences in credit

risk amongst countries.

The computation of the first-step covariance matrix of the estimates is based.on the

Hessian. Since we only use observable factors to model the yields, the pricing errors are

subject to heterogeneity and auto-correlation. To cope with this, the computation of the

second-step covariance matrix uses Newey-West (1987) heteroskedasticity and autocorrela-

tion consistent (HAC) covariance matrix estimators (see Appendix C).

4.2 Discussion

Figure 3 plots the observed yields of German bonds with maturities of 1 to 10 years against

the yields simulated with our baseline model (in the following called model III; alternative
7Actually, the model-based yield also depends on the σ’s. However, in that second step of the estimation,

we suppose that these are fixed to their first-step estimated value.
8The minimization is carried out in Matlab using iteratively a Newton algorithm and a Nelder-Mead

simplex algorithm until reaching convergence.
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model versions will be introduced below). Similarly, Figures 4 and 5 show the observed

and estimated bond spreads against Germany for the remaining five euro area countries

and two maturities (5 and 10 years). Overall, the model does a reasonably good job in

tracking both the absolute level of yields of German government bonds and the level of

spreads of other countries vis-à-vis Germany. As appears on the last row of Table 2, the

standard deviation of the measurement errors over all countries and maturities amounts

to a modest 20 basis points, which compares favourably with the usual fit of affine term

structure macrofinance models. This is all the more remarkable because we restrict the state

space of factors spanning the six yield curves to observable factors only, while most studies

in this literature also incorporate latent factors in the model (see e.g. Ang and Piazzesi,

2003, Dai and Philippon, 2005, Rudebusch and Wu, 2008). Considering all countries and

maturities, the model principally fails to capture a spike in yields in mid-2002 (which is not

obviously related to any monetary policy decision neither to a particular fiscal event at that

time), as well as a hump in the levels of long term spreads over 2001-2002. Note however

that the fit to observed spreads is particularly good from 2003 on, which means that the

model provides quite an appropriate tool to analyze the changes in bond risk pricing that

were brought along by the 2007- financial turmoil.

The two columns of Tables 1 and 2 labelled “Model III” show the estimates of the

parameters of the default intensities sj,t for our baseline model, while contrasting the two

sub-periods before and after the assumed break date of October 2008. Focusing first of the

sensitivities of default intensities to the fiscal variable, γf
j , we first find that the domestic

debt service variable stands out as a significant determinant of spreads for most countries,

and with the expected positive sign. Our findings also confirm the widespread intuition that

the crisis brought about a rise in the magnitude of these sensitivities to fiscal sustainability

measures, which we view as a major contribution of this study. Indeed, while they come

out as negligible on the pre-crisis period, they consistently rise with the crisis, magnifying

afterwards the impact of aggravated national fiscal imbalances on intra-EMU spreads. For

instance, whereas before the crisis a one point increase in the Italian debt service ratio would

have induced only a tiny change in the compensation required for the increased default risk

(by some 5 basis points), the required compensation after the crisis would have been more

than five times larger, by some 26 basis points.9

9The lack of precision of some of the post-break estimates is due to the short post-break sample of 18
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Regarding other parameters, we also find that the crisis was associated with a significant

increase in the average level γ0 of default intensities for all countries, witnessing an upward

shift in the required compensation for default risk in both highly indebted and peripheral

countries. By contrast, the sensitivities of default intensities to either the euro area business

conditions or the short term interest rate (γx
j and γr

j respectively) come out as weak and

generally non significant.

Our baseline model is one in which we already imposed a number of restrictions on

the γ parameters. These restrictions are by and large validated by a series of Wald tests,

looking first at parameter estimates obtained with an unrestricted model (denoted model I

hereafter), then at alternative, nested specifications. Tables 3 to 6 presents the results of

tests of various restrictions imposed to the unrestricted model I. The first column gives the

p values of a test of the null of no break in the parameters, considering them all together or

by successive blocks for each variable. The successive columns provide block-by-block tests

of the null that the default price coefficients are common across all five countries or equally

null, considering in turn the pre- and post-break periods. Results of the tests confirm that

a break in each of the γ’s is required by the data, and that both γ0 and γf
j are non-zero

and different across countries in each sub-period. In contrast, the tests validate the null of

zero values for the sensitivities to the cycle and the monetary policy rate on the pre-crisis

period.

Based on the selection of model III, we finally ask to what extent the change in spreads

evident in Figure 1 are explained by changes in macroeconomic factors holding the γ pa-

rameters fixed at their pre-break values, and to what extent the change in spreads reflects

the change in the γ parameters. Letting S̄j denote the average of country j’s 5-year spread

vis-a-vis Germany during the post-break period, and Sj the value of the spread just prior

to the break date, we can decompose the change in country j’s spread as

S̄j − Sj = Apb
j −Apb

DE + (Bpb
j −Bpb

DE)F̄

−
[
Abb

j −Abb
DE + (Bbb

j −Bbb
DE)F08:09

]

= ∆Aj + (Bpb
j −BDE)(F̄ − F08:09) + (Bpb

j −Bbb
j )F08:09

where ∆Aj = Apb
j − Abb

j , and ADE , BDE are the same before and after break. Table 7

provides the results. As can be seen there, the bulk of the change in spreads is attributed

months.
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to changes in the γ parameters. The only important contribution from changes in macroe-

conomic conditions comes from the sharp reduction in short-term interest rates during the

post-break period, which works in the direction of lowering spreads, all else equal.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we take a first step towards exploring the information contained in yields across

sovereign issuers, maturities and time to obtain a better understanding of the macroeco-

nomic determinants of euro area sovereign yield spreads through the lens of an arbitrage-free

term structure model. Our main results at this preliminary stage are that a small number

of macroeconomic variables can explain the evolution of yields at various maturities and

across time and issuers impressively well, that there is a significant relationship between

debt service as a fraction of tax revenues and yield spreads, and that this relationship has

undergone a major break in 2008.

In future work we plan to expand the analysis in several directions. One important

direction is to model the information set of investors yet more carefully, by relying on real-

time data (which we have from the OECD for a subset of vintages during our sample)

and on survey expectations of fiscal and other variables as noisy measurements of model-

implied investors’ expectations. Doing so would at least partially address the problem of

“fiscal foresight,” whereby frequently investors have more information about future fiscal

policies than a simple VAR model that an econometrician would use to proxy for investors’

expectations (Leeper et al., 2008). A second direction is a more detailed analysis of the

contributions of the various factors to yield spreads over time.
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Model I Model II Model III Model IV

before bk after bk before bk after bk before bk after bk before bk after bk

γ0 FR 0,0098 0,005 0,0062 -0,024 -0,00088 0,021 -0,00046 0,068

(0,83) (0,08) (0,68) (-0,34) (-0,04) (0,18) (-0,03) (0,93)

IT 0,067** 0,48*** 0,074*** 0,46*** 0,064*** 0,52*** 0,062*** 0,54***

(2,34) (4,28) (3,97) (4,29) (3,49) (3,27) (3,28) (2,72)

ES 0,0088 0,43*** 0,036** 0,35*** 0,02 0,27* 0,022 0,31***

(0,48) (3,3) (2,29) (4,13) (1,04) (1,73) (0,78) (2,85)

BE 0,017 0,79*** 0,047** 0,84*** 0,052*** 0,93 0,052*** 0,95

(0,75) (2,86) (2,44) (3,68) (2,94) (0,94) (3,48) (1,27)

GR 0,065** 1,6** 0*** 1,7** 0,17*** 1,5 0,16*** 1,5*

(2,42) (2,3) (3,12) (2,36) (4,84) (1,6) (10,14) (1,78)

γx FR -0,024 0,011 0 -0,003 0 -0,0053 0 0

(-1,02) (0,23) (-0,05) (-0,03)

IT -0,014 0,0019 id. -0,012 id. id. id. id.

(-0,38) (0,01) (-0,11)

ES 0,011 -0,084 id. -0,085 id. id. id. id.

(0,38) (-0,7) (-0,94)

BE -0,005 -0,0059 id. 0,0049 id. id. id. id.

(-0,14) (-0,06) (0,05)

GR 0,044 0,67 id. 0,7 id. id. id. id.

(0,86) (0,98) (1,12)

Table 1: Estimates of default intensities parameters (first part), for alternative model spec-

ifications. Student-t are reported below the parameter estimates (in parenthesis). The

bottom line presents the average standard deviation of the measurement errors (in percent-

age points), across countries and maturities.
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Model I Model II Model III Model IV

before bk after bk before bk after bk before bk after bk before bk after bk

γr FR 0,055 -0,06 0 -0,06 0 -0,023 0 0

(1,24) (-1,06) (-0,98) (-0,2)

IT 0,077 -0,15** id. -0,13 id. id. id. id.

(1,38) (-2,2) (-1,6)

ES 0,043 0,19 id. 0,14 id. id. id. id.

(1) (1,1) (1,31)

BE 0,071* 0,044 id. 0,02 id. id. id. id.

(1,77) (0,7) (0,35)

GR 0,061 -0,9 id. -0,85 id. id. id. id.

(0,96) (-1,11) (-1,36)

γf FR 0,024* 0,16 0,026* 0,17 0,034 0,15* 0,037* 0,12***

(1,68) (1,45) (1,89) (1,36) (1,15) (1,76) (1,85) (3,05)

IT 0,023** 0,27* 0,036*** 0,24* 0,042*** 0,17*** 0,04*** 0,14**

(2,34) (1,95) (3,73) (1,93) (4,66) (2,69) (3,33) (1,99)

ES 0,011** 0,2 0,022*** 0,13* 0,023*** 0,094*** 0,024*** 0,084**

(2,44) (1,26) (3,17) (1,75) (3,93) (3,23) (3,66) (2,11)

BE 0,0053 0,31*** 0,014** 0,33*** 0,012** 0,42 0,012** 0,4

(0,97) (2,58) (2,57) (3,4) (2,49) (0,88) (2,51) (1,01)

GR 0,0026 0,31 -0,021** 0,29 0,019*** 0,62 0,0086* 0,57

(0,47) (1,05) (-2,18) (1,31) (3,5) (1,47) (1,93) (1,32)

stdv 0,199 0,202 0,206 0,206

Table 2: Estimates of default intensities parameters (continued), for alternative model spec-

ifications. Student-t are reported below the parameter estimates (in parenthesis). The bot-

tom line presents the average standard deviation of the measurement errors (in percentage

points), across countries and maturities.
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H0: no break H0: country-specific γ’s H0: null γ’s

Before bk After bk Before bk After bk

γi = γb
i 0,00

γ0,i = γb
0,i 0,00 γ0,i = γ0 0,00 0,00 γ0,i = γ0 0,00 0,00

γx,i = γb
x,i 0,00 γx,i = γx 0,35 0,03 γx,i = γx 0,26 0,00

γr,i = γb
r,i 0,00 γr,i = γr 0,79 0,00 γr,i = γr 0,42 0,01

γf,i = γb
f,i 0,00 γf,i = γf 0,02 0,03 γf,i = γf 0,02 0,00

Table 3: Wald tests – this table presents p-values of Wald tests performed using Model I’s

parameter estimates and the covariance matrix of these parameters.

H0: no break H0: country-specific γ’s H0: null γ’s

Before bk After bk Before bk After bk

γi= γb
i -

γ0,i= γb
0,i 0,00 γ0,i= γ0 0,00 0,00 γ0,i= γ0 0,00 0,00

γx,i= γb
x,i - γx,i= γx - 0,00 γx,i= γx - 0,00

γr,i= γb
r,i - γr,i= γr - 0,00 γr,i= γr - 0,00

γf,i= γb
f,i 0,00 γf,i= γf 0,03 0,00 γf,i= γf 0,00 0,00

Table 4: Wald tests – this table presents p-values of Wald tests performed using Model II’s

parameter estimates and the covariance matrix of these parameters.

H0: no break H0: country-specific γ’s H0: null γ’s

Before bk After bk Before bk After bk

γi= γb
i -

γ0,i= γb
0,i 0,00 γ0,i= γ0 0,00 0,00 γ0,i= γ0 0,00 0,00

γx,i= γb
x,i - γx,i= γx - - γx,i= γx - 0,98

γr,i= γb
r,i - γr,i= γr - - γr,i= γr - 0,84

γf,i= γb
f,i 0,00 γf,i= γf 0,01 0,52 γf,i= γf 0,00 0,00

Table 5: Wald tests – this table presents p-values of Wald tests performed using Model III’s

parameter estimates and the covariance matrix of these parameters.
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H0: no break H0: country-specific γ’s H0: null γ’s

Before bk After bk Before bk After bk

γi= γb
i 0,00

γ0,i= γb
0,i 0,00 γ0,i= γ0 0,00 0,00 γ0,i= γ0 0,00 0,00

γx,i= γb
x,i - γx,i= γx - - γx,i= γx - -

γr,i= γb
r,i - γr,i= γr - - γr,i= γr - -

γf,i= γb
f,i 0,00 γf,i= γf 0,00 0,41 γf,i= γf 0,00 0,00

Table 6: Wald tests – this table presents p-values of Wald tests performed using Model IV’s

parameter estimates and the covariance matrix of these parameters.

FR IT ES BE GR

Change in spreads since September 2008

Actual 0.1277 0.3439 0.3715 0.2645 1.4390

Fitted 0.1427 0.5510 0.4255 0.3410 1.6573

Contributions from change in

x -0.0059 0.0129 -0.0145 0.0120 0.0250

r -0.2274 -0.7336 0.0035 -0.7097 -1.0588

f -0.0336 -0.0843 0.0158 -0.0120 0.1399

γ 0.4097 1.3559 0.4207 1.0506 2.5511

Residual

-0.0150 -0.2071 -0.0540 -0.0765 -0.2183

Table 7: Decomposition of changes in spreads during the post-break period
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A Data

In this section, we describe the data that we used throughout the paper. In particular, we detailed

the procedure that we used to get government bond yields at different maturities.

For the activity data, we rely on monthly sectoral business survey data published by the DG

ECFIN of the European Commission. For each country, our national business cycle indicator is

the first principal component that we extract from confidence indicator surveys: we include in this

computation construction, consumer, industrial, retail and services sectors of the national business

cycle indicator. The Euro area business cycle indicator is then computed on the basis of the GDP-

weighted average of this national business cycle indicator (normalized by the total weight of GDP

for the six European countries included in our sample). The short term rate is measured using prices

of 1 month OIS. Inflation data are the domestic harmonized consumer price index (HCPI).

For the fiscal data, we rely on OECD data from Economic Outlook published in May 2010

(n◦87). We use the deficit to GDP, primary deficit to GDP, debt to GDP and debt service to

income receipt ratio. These quarterly fiscal data are revised data. In the preliminary regressions

presented in section 2, we interpolated these quarterly series using simple cubic splines in order to

deal with monthly frequency. In the affine term structure model developed in sections 3 and 4 we

used the Kalman filter procedure in order to deal with monthly frequency for the fiscal data in a

more sophisticated way as described in section 4.1.

B Derivation of the recursive formulas

Let Pj(t, h) denote the price, at time t, of a zero-coupon bond issued by country j with a residual

maturity of h periods. Assume that, for a given h ≥ 1, there exist some matrices Aj,1, . . . , Aj,h−1

and Bj,1, . . . , Bj,h−1 that are such that, for any period t and any maturity n ∈ {1, . . . , h− 1},
Bj(t, n) = Aj,n + Bj,nFt. Naturally, the latter formula is valid only if country j has not defaulted

before t (otherwise, we would have the trivial prices Pj(t, n) = 0 for any maturity n).

Let us consider the price of a h-period bond at time t. This price is given by:

Pj(t, h) = exp(−rt)EQ(Pj(t + 1, h− 1))

= exp(−A1 −B1Ft)EQ(Pj(t + 1, h− 1))

= exp(−A1 −B1Ft)EQ [I(dj,t+1 = 0)× {Aj,h−1 + Bj,h−1Ft+1}]

where dj,t is a default indicator which is equal to 1 if country j has defaulted at or before t and is

equal to 0 otherwise. We have:
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Pj(t, h) = exp(−A1 −B1Ft)EQ
[
EQ( I(dj,t+1 = 0)× exp {Aj,h−1 + Bj,h−1Ft+1}|Ft+1)

]

= exp(−A1 −B1Ft)EQ
[
exp {Aj,h−1 + Bj,h−1Ft+1}EQ( I(dj,t+1 = 0)|Ft+1)

]

= exp(−A1 −B1Ft)EQ [exp {Aj,h−1 + Bj,h−1Ft+1} exp (−sj,t+1)]

= exp(−A1 −B1Ft)EQ [exp {Aj,h−1 − γ0 + (Bj,h−1 − γ1)Ft+1}]
= exp(−A1 −B1Ft)EQ [exp {Aj,h−1 − γ0 + (Bj,h−1 − γ1) (µ∗ + Φ∗Ft + ε∗t )}]
= exp(−A1 −B1Ft + Aj,h−1 − γ0 + (Bj,h−1 − γ1) (µ∗ + Φ∗Ft) +

1
2
(Bj,h−1 − γ1)ΣΣ′(Bj,h−1 − γ1)′).

Therefore, with




Aj,h = −A1 + Aj,h−1 − γ0 + (Bj,h−1 − γ1)µ∗ + 1
2 (Bj,h−1 − γ1)ΣΣ′(Bj,h−1 − γ1)′

Bj,h = −B1 + (Bj,h−1 − γ1)Φ∗,

we have Pj(t, h) = Aj,h + Bj,hFt. Hence, we have shown how to compute recursively the Aj,h’s

and Bj,h’s.

C Computation of the covariance matrix of the estimators

In this appendix, we present the methodology used to compute the covariance matrix of the pa-

rameter estimates obtained by minimization of the sum of squared pricing errors. This refers to

the second step of estimation presented in 4.1. The parameters are the entries of vector Θ2, that

parameterizes the risk-neutral dynamics as well as the hazard rates of the different countries. As

explained in 4.1:

Θ2 = arg min
θ

∑

j,h,t

(yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(θ, Ft))2.

This estimator must satisfy the first-order conditons:

∑

j,h,t

∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ

(yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft))) = 0,

where the left-hand side of the previous equation is of dimension k×1 (the dimension of vector Θ2).

Deriving the Taylor expansion of the previous equation in a neighborood of the limit value Θ2, and
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multiplying by
√

T leads to:

0 '
√

T
∑

j,h,t

∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ

(yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)) +

√
T

(
Θ2 −Θ2

)

∑

j,h,t

∂2yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ∂θ′

(yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)))

−∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ

(
∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)

∂θ

)′]
.

Since E(yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)) = 0, we have

1
T

∑

j,h,t

∂2yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ∂θ′

(yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)))

a.s.→ 0.

Therefore:

√
T

(
Θ2 −Θ2

) '

 1

T

∑

j,h,t

∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ

(
∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)

∂θ

)′

−1

×

1√
T

∑

j,h,t

∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ

(yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)).

Hence, the asymptotic distribution of
√

T
(
Θ2 −Θ2

)
is given by Ĵ−1ÎĴ−1 where:

Ĵ−1 =


 1

T

∑

j,h,t

∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)
∂θ

(
∂yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)

∂θ

)′

−1

.

As regards Î –that is the covariance matrix of 1√
T

∑
t γt with γt =

∑
j,h

∂yj,h,t(Θ2,Ft)

∂θ (yo
j,h,t −

yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft))–, we use the Newey-West (1987) HAC estimator. This estimate is given by:

Î =
i=T−m−1∑

i=−(T−m+1)

κ

(
i

m

)
ˆcov(γ̂t, γ̂t+i)

where γ̂t =
∑

j,h
∂yj,h,t(Θ2,Ft)

∂θ (yo
j,h,t − yj,h,t(Θ2, Ft)) and where ˆcov denoting the sample covariance

matrix. We use the Bartlett kernel κ(x) = 1− |x|.10

10The kernel bandwidth m is taken equal to 6 (one semester) in our analysis, which is of the order of

magnitude of T 1/3 (that is usually seen as a “rule-of-thumb” guide for this value).
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Figure 1: 10-year sovereign spreads against Germany
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Figure 2: Debt service-to-revenues ratio
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Figure 3: Short rate projections: Consensus Forecasts vs. model
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Figure 4: Actual vs. fitted yields: Germany
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Figure 5: Actual and fitted 5-year sovereign spreads
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Figure 6: Actual and fitted 10-year sovereign spreads
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Figure 7: Decomposition of fitted yields: Germany
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Figure 8: Decomposition of fitted yields: Spain
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